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Lerae Funderburg, Esq. is a mother of two beautiful children (7
year old boy and 3 year old girl), and the Founder of
Funderburg Law, LLC. Lerae Funderburg built a successful 6
figure law firm and practice before closing down shop to focus
on what was really important.

Lerae brings excellence, professionalism, integrity, and humility
to every issue presented. Her philosophy for success is
individual attention coupled with high quality work product,
completed on time and always with the client’s overall vision in
mind. She is very passionate about everything she does and
brings that same passion in assisting her clients to achieve their
goals with the law in mind. 

Lerae’s love for her family and the black community as a whole
caused the expansion of her practice into estate planning,
where she focuses her efforts into helping others to build black
businesses, create legacies and develop tools and plans to
obtain and sustain generational wealth.

Lerae graduated from Clark Atlanta University Magna Cum
Laude. She completed a Paralegal Certification course at
Northeastern University. and also attended Mesoamerica:
Institute for Central American Studies in San Juan, Costa Rica.
Lerae received her Juris Doctorate degree from Howard
University School of Law with Honors and her LL.M from
Chapman University School of Law with honors. She also
received certification as an Estate Plan Specialist from the
Institute of Business and Finance. Recently, she obtained the 1
Page Marketing Plan Certification with Allan Dibbs where she
learned to implement successful marketing strategies and
campaigns for legal professionals.

M E E T  L A W Y E R  M O M M Y
L E R A E  F U N D E R B U R G ,  E S Q .



As a black woman and mother, I’ve always been very passionate
about the creation and expansion of black businesses and the
preservation of black wealth. It’s important for us to create our own
and have our own if we want to see any real growth and success in
our community across the board. And the only way to effectively
do that, is to make sure we own every aspect of our creations and
legally protect them. I work with you from idea to creation, to
protection, and succession. 

People today are always so caught up in the “brand” and building
the brand, the colors, the fonts, the social media posts of the brand.
The brand! Don’t get me wrong, branding is an important part of
your business because it helps you make a lasting impression in the
minds of your consumers. It increases your business value, gets you
recognition in the eyes of the public, creates trust within the
marketplace and ultimately helps to generate new business.
Effective branding (or the lack thereof) can really make or break
your business. 

But protecting your brand is of optimal importance because failure
to do so will likely result in wasted time, money, and resources and
limitations on growth and expansion.

The last thing you want to do is invest in your brand, just to learn that someone else beat you to the trademark
office and registered your brand name first. It happens – more often than you think. I’ve had plenty of clients who
tried to cut on costs at the beginning and it end up costing them more in the long run. Please believe, when they
had to re-brand, one of the first things they did was come see me to secure their brand the second time around. 

I tell people all the time, having a federally registered trademark is an investment, not an expense. And the sooner
you’re able to wrap your brain around this notion, the better off you will be. Trademarks are an asset of the
business. Investors know this. And with the growth of your business, comes the opportunity to license your
trademarks to other brands who want to capitalize off of your brand’s reputation and goodwill. And believe me,
the investment is quite minimal in light of the risks of not obtaining a federal trademark. 

Before I get ahead of myself (because I always do LOL), let me just get to the meat of this thing. The purpose of
this Brand Protection Investment Guide is to provide you with a resource that you can consult with regard to
starting a business, protecting your brand, and building your legacy. Because when you win, I win, and, we all win.
And I’m looking to build a greater black community – one that is educated, empowered, powerful and prosperous.
I know you have the creativity and the wherewithal to get sh** done, sometimes we just need a little guidance.
And that’s exactly what I’m here for. To help you get sh** done – the right way, the first time.

L A W Y E R  M O M M Y
F O R  T H E  C U L T U R E

Leraexo,



START THE
BUSINESS
You may have already started your business, or you may just be contemplating starting a
business. Wherever you are in your business process, you definitely want to make sure you’ve
completed the first and most important step, and that is entity formation. In order to have a legal
business, you must create a business entity.

There are quite a few entity types to choose from. And selecting the correct entity type for you
will depend on a number of factors, such as if you’re doing business with other people, your
potential tax liability, if you’ll have investors or outside funding, and your record keeping
policies, to name a few. 

The main different entity types are:

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP: Run by a single individual for that individual’s sole benefit and
they are not separate legal entities and do not exist apart from the owner.

PARTNERSHIP: Formed when two or more people associate for the purpose of carrying on
a business for a profit.

CORPORATION: Separate legal entity governed by state law. Owners are shielded from
personal liability for corporate acts.

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY: Favored business form for small businesses; It’s the best
of both worlds because they contain qualities of a corporation and a partnership;



INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
In order to properly protect your brand, it’s important that you understand the nature of your
assets and what protections those assets are eligible to receive under the law. 

Let me give you some background. 

Trademarks are a form of intellectual property (IP). Intellectual property is intangible property
that is the product of your intellect.

It’s harder to define the boundaries of this type of property because it is not tangible, meaning, it
cannot be held, touched, or seen. It is the ownership of the efforts stemming from your creative
mind.

The laws governing ownership of IP rights provide some
form of exclusivity to the creators of original concepts. 

There are four (4) different types of intellectual property:

    (1) Trade Secrets

    (2) Patents

    (3) Copyrights

    (4) Trademarks

Intellectual property is hard to define and the ownership of it is always in dispute.

Initially, IP is owned by the person who created it, however, it can be transferred or released to
other persons or entities by way of: 

The Passage of Certain Time Periods

Agreement

Relationship Between the Parties

Transactions

Operation of Law 



T R A D E  S E C R E T S

Patents grants rights to inventors and excludes others from making, selling, or using invention
for a limited period of time. Patent protection is granted only if novel (new) and non-obvious
(innovative to someone in that field).

PATENT TYPES: 

P A T E N T S

Trade Secrets are considered confidential information (e.g. pattern, formula, recipes, program,
process, technique) used in business as leverage over competitors. 

Protection lasts forever or until the secret becomes known to the public. For example, the
formula for Coca-Cola has been protected by trade secret for over a century.

UTILITY PATENTS 

DESIGN PATENTS 

PLANT PATENTS 

Utility patents are most common; apply to new machines, processes, and chemicals; utility
patents have useful requirement. If they are not deemed useful by a patent examiner, the
application will be denied.

Design patents protect appearance or design of objects.

Plant patents protect the new species of plants produced as a result of plant breeding 



E X C L U S I V E  R I G H T S

Reproduction Adaptation Distribution Public Performance Public Display

I N T R O  T O
COPYRIGHTS
Copyright law protects original works of authorship fixed in “any tangible medium of
expression”. Ideas alone are not protected, but once fixed, nothing more is required to afford
copyright protection. Registration of your work provides you with additional rights.

Literary Works 
Musical Works 

Dramatic Works (including any Accompanying Music)
Pantomimes and Choreographic Works

Sound Recordings 
Architectural Works

Pictorial, Graphic, and Sculptural Works 
Motion Pictures and Other Audiovisual Works 

P R O T E C T E D  W O R K S

Creators are encouraged to retain as much ownership of their copyrights as possible
because the opportunity for residual royalties and extended earning potential is inherent in
ownership of the copyright.

Registration with the USCO also provides the following benefits: 

Although copyright protection is automatic, registration of your copyright and deposit of
your work with the United States Copyright Office (USCO) will afford you even more rights
than the six (6) exclusive rights listed hereinabove. 

As a business owner, some things that may be subject to copyright are website verbiage, ad
copy, email copy, newsletters, social media content, graphic designs, label design, and digital
products such as e-books, worksheets, and planners. 

Ability to file suit for copyright infringement

Provides prima facie evidence of validity of copyright (if filed prior to or within 5
years of publication)

Allows for plaintiff to sue for statutory damages if acts of infringement occurred
after registration or within 3 months after publication of the work.. 



B E N E F I T S  O F  T R A D E M A R K S

THE TRADEMARK SYMBOL: You can now legally implement the ® symbol with your
trademark and the general public is put on notice that you are the owner and originator of
the goods and/or services

I N T R O  T O
TRADEMARKS
A Trademark is a word, phrase, symbol or design, or a combination of words, phrases, symbols
or designs (“mark”), that identifies and distinguishes the source of goods and/or services of one
party from those of others.

As a creative entrepreneur, you may want to obtain trademarks for the following:

Professional Name | Business Name | Signature Framework
Blog | Sounds | Logo | Brand Fonts | Slogan | Podcast

I D E N T I F Y I N G  T R A D E M A R K  S Y M B O L S

R E G I S T E R E D
T R A D E M A R K

U N R E G I S T E R E D
T R A D E M A R K

U N R E G I S T E R E D
S E R V I C E

T R A D E M A R K

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS: You receive exclusive rights to use the name, logo, or slogan in
connection with your goods and/or services

RIGHT TO SUE: If your mark is registered with the USPTO and someone infringes upon it
by using it in a manner likely to cause confusion, deception, or mistake as to the source,
you're able to sue them in civil court for trademark infringement

VALIDATION: There's a statutory presumption that your mark is valid, you're the owner,
you can use the mark exclusively, you have priority with regard to the mark as of the day of
filing, and the mark has developed an association with you as the provider of certain goods
and/or services

https://blog.dennemeyer.com/which-trademark-symbol-should-i-use-and-when


First things first!

Before you apply for a trademark you need to know exactly what it is you’re applying for. 

A trademark is the intellectual property of your brand. It’s a word, phrase, symbol or design, or
a combination of words, phrases, symbols or designs (mark), that identifies and distinguishes
one party’s goods and/or services from those of others. 

There are three main trademark protections:

STATE
REGISTERED
TRADEMARK

FEDERALLY
REGISTERED
TRADEMARK

In the US, a trademark is established by the first use of a mark in
connection with your goods and/or services. It doesn’t require formal
registration to obtain, however, protection is limited to your immediate
geographic location in which you sell goods or services.

A state registered trademark grants you statewide exclusive use of your
trademark. For a fee, you can register each of your goods/services as a
trademark. However, you can only register a statewide trademark if you
are actually using your trademark in business. 

A trademark registered with the USPTO grants you nationwide
protection to the exclusive use of your trademark in connection with the
goods/services you provide. You can apply for a federal trademark
before you put it to use.

State and Common Law trademarks give you the right to use the unregistered trademark
symbols ‘™’ and ‘SM’. Only a federally registered mark gives you the right to use the Ⓡ symbol. 

This guide covers the process for a federally registered Ⓡ trademark. 

T Y P E S  O F
TRADEMARKS

COMMON
LAW

TRADEMARK



H I R I N G  A  T R A D E M A R K
LAWYER
Save yourself from unnecessary fees, delays, abandoned
applications and headaches.

Trademark attorneys perform preliminary knockout
searches on your proposed trademark and provide
an opinion letter as to the likelihood of registration
prior to paying the fees to USPTO

Trademark attorneys will know how to provide
accurate descriptions for the class of goods and/or
services that you will associate with your mark. We
ensure that the description for your products or
services is an accurate, true and complete one
because that outlines the scope of protection 

Trademark attorneys are better equipped to respond
to and deal with office actions, especially
substantive ones that require legal research and
memo writing as a response 

Trademark attorneys will handle post registration
maintenance and follow up in addition to drafting
cease and desists on your behalf for trademark
infringement, dilution or any other violation under
trademark law 

Trademark attorneys are able to provide general
advice and counsel surrounding trademark law as it
pertains to you and your brand in particular

If you're ready to work with a trusted lawyer, invest in
your business, and protect it, click the button below so
we can get you right!



H O W  T O  R E G I S T E R
TRADEMARKS
Registering a trademark offers protection for intellectual property associated with your
business. No matter your business size, a trademark is an investment that can save you from
having to perform an extensive rebrand because someone else owns your name. 

The steps below cover the process of registering your trademark. 

P H A S E  I :  S E L E C T  A  B R A N D  N A M E

Your brand name, slogan, logo, etc., are important parts of the trademark registration process
because they distinguish you from other businesses. The mark you choose is also an important
factor in how much protection the trademark law provides based on distinctiveness. Here’s
what I mean...

Trademark law classifies the distinctiveness of trademarks in five ways:

F A N C I F U L  •  A R B I T R A R Y  •  S U G G E S T I V E  •  D E S C R I P T I V E  •  G E N E R I C



ARBITRARY

Fanciful trademarks are the strongest type. These are invented for the
sole purpose of functioning as a trademark and have no other meaning
than acting as a trademark. 

Suggestive goods are the most common but are not as strong as
fanciful and arbitrary. These marks have terms that suggest the
nature, characteristics, or quality of the goods and services being sold. 

Arbitrary marks are as strong as fanciful marks. These are words with
common meanings but are unrelated to the goods or services sold. 

SUGGESTIVE

FANCIFUL II
II
II

(microcomputer software) (aeronautics company) (home appliances)

Apple for Computers &
Smartphones

Camel for Cigarettes Shell for Gas Stations

Descriptive marks are merely words that describe the quality or
characteristics of the related product or service. For example, calling
something Soft and Fluffy for pillows. Last names are also considered
to be descriptive marks. 

To establish a secondary meaning, you have to have been in business
long enough for people to associate the product or service with the
brand. However, if you are challenged in court for the secondary
meaning, you have to provide proof via polls, surveys, and more.

DESCRIPTIVE
II
IIII

Generic marks can never be trademarked even if they achieve a
secondary meaning. These marks are simply the name of the product.
Conversely, valid trademarks can become generic if people begin to
misuse the mark enough that it becomes the generic name for a
product. For example: Aspirin, Xerox, and Cellophane.

GENERIC II
II EXAMPLES INCLUDE:

CLOCK FOR TIMEPIECES • PLANT FOR PLANTS • JARS FOR GLASS CONTAINER JARS



P H A S E  I I :  T R A D E M A R K  S E A R C H

The next step in registering for your trademark is ensuring that it isn’t already in use and meets
the requirements for registration. Things like hate speech, generic words and a person’s name
(without consent) cannot be trademarked. 

The trademark process can take up to a year to clear, and a little longer now with the global
pandemic. So, performing a basic search is vital to prevent wasting your time and money on a
trademark that is unavailable or restricted from registration. 

Electronic trademark databases are extensive tools that help you check the availability of your
mark. Though there are free options, paid databases can provide a more comprehensive search. 

POPULAR FREE OPTIONS: 

P H A S E  I I I :  F I L E  T R A D E M A R K  A P P L I C A T I O N

POPULAR FEE-BASED SEARCH OPTIONS:

There are two trademark registers you can file for with USPTO: the Principal Register and the
Supplemental Register. 

The Principal Register is the primary registry maintained by USPTO. It grants you more
protections under the law but has stricter requirements for your application. 

The Supplemental Register is the secondary registry for trademarks that don’t meet the
requirements for the Principal Register. It grants you some protection however, marks that land
in the Supplemental Registry are usually there because they aren’t distinctive enough and are
generally difficult to protect. 

You can file for a trademark application in two ways: Based on Use OR Intent to Use



Your name, physical address, and email address 

The name and address of your legal entity (if applicable) 

Basis for application: use-based or intent to use

Drawing and description of your trademark 

A specimen (demonstrates use of the mark in connection w/ the associated goods/services)

Description and class of goods/services associated with your trademark 

First date of trademark use - in commerce and in interstate commerce 

Verification of the document

WHAT TO INCLUDE ON YOUR APPLICATIONII
The approval process for trademark applications can take a long time. It’s vital that you include
all necessary information on the application to avoid having it denied for incompleteness. 

Applications are filed online through the USPTO’S Trademark Electronic Application System. 

Include the following on your federal trademark application:

DETAILS
MATTER

FEELING OVERWHELMED?
I know, this is a lot of information! If you're feeling a bit overwhelmed by all that needs to be
done to register your trademark, don’t worry-- I gotchu! 

The federal trademark registration process can be a bit confusing. That’s why I created my
signature Trademarks for the DIY Entrepreneur 2.0 Workshop for entrepreneurs like you who
know what you want, but may need a little guidance. Click the link below to learn more!

https://lawyermommy.kartra.com/page/diytrademark


An application based on use means that you have been using your name in commerce with
the goods/services you’re already providing. 

For example, if the name you want to trademark is Painted! and you currently use it to sell
nail polish, you would file a ‘based on use’ application.

After receiving your application, USPTO assigns
it to an examining attorney for review. This
process can take up to six months. From here,
your application is approved or denied.

If denied, you’ll receive a letter with “office
actions” that outlines the reasons your
application was denied. Your response here is
important in determining whether the process
keeps moving forward, gets put on hold, or is
denied again. 

OFFICE OF ACTIONS
& RESPONSES

Approved applications are published to the
USPTO’s online publication for 30 days. This
provides an opportunity for other parties to
oppose the registration of your trademark.

If no opposition arises, or you win a court
proceeding denying the opposition, you will be
issued a certificate of registration.

APPROVAL & PUBLICATION
FOR OPPOSITION

FILING A FEDERAL
TRADEMARK APPLICATION II USE BASED

FILING A FEDERAL
TRADEMARK APPLICATION II BASED ON INTENT TO USE

File an application based on ‘intent to use’ when you want to register a trademark, but
haven't yet conducted business using the trademark. 

Continuing our example from above: If you currently sell nail polish under your trademark
Painted! and you want to start selling lip gloss under the same brand, you will have to file a
separate application specifying intent to use.

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE & STATEMENT OF USE

After going through the response and opposition process, you’ll receive a notice of allowance instead of a
certificate of registration. The notice of allowance requires you to submit proof that you’ve started using the
trademark in accordance with your business. 

You have six months from the date of your Notice of Allowance to file a Statement of Use with the evidence
you’ve started using the mark. You can file an extension up to five times for additional six months each time
if you haven’t started using the trademark.After your Statement of Use is approved, you’ll receive your
certificate of registration



P H A S E  I V :  T R A D E M A R K  R E G I S T R A T I O N

You can now officially start using your registered trademark! Registered trademarks have the
Ⓡ symbol beside slogans, names, and logos.

Every 5th and 10th year you must file a Declaration of Continued use with proof that you have
continued to use the mark. Trademarks are considered abandoned if not used after a period of
three years. This gives someone else the right to use your trademark. 

The best part about trademark protection is that you can license your trademark to others for
a fee.

YOU'VE LEARNED THE BASICS OF
REGISTERING YOUR OWN TRADEMARK!

Congratulations
NOW, ARE YOU READY TO TAKE THE DIY WORKSHOP?

ENROLL
NOW

https://lawyermommy.kartra.com/page/diytrademark
https://lawyermommy.kartra.com/page/diytrademark


So, you’ve created the business, you’ve protected the
brand, now you must build the legacy so that
everything that you’ve created and protected can be
passed on to your children and for generations to
come. 

This is how we preserve black businesses and black
wealth. We make plans for our estate – regardless of
how big or small it may be. 

You’ve worked hard for what you got, and if it ain’t
much (and please be mindful that what ain’t much to
you, is the world to someone else), then you damn
sure need to make sure it does what it’s supposed to
because you don’t have it to waste.

B U I L D  T H E  L E G A C Y
SUCCESSION

BENEFITS OF BUSINESS SUCCESSION PLANS 

Owners agree upon a predetermined price for
the value of their shares of the company,
eliminating need for a company valuation 

Aids in the timely administration of an estate

Policy benefits are available immediately upon death

Gives owner control over the outcome of the business

In addition to a business succession plan, there are a variety of different estate planning tools
available to fit any individual or family situation. 



MOST COMMONLY USED ESTATE PLANNING TOOLS

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT: Every estate plan should include a will. It’s a
document that disposes of an individual’s probate property at death and it may also
appoint guardians for minor children. 

REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST: A trust is a device that creates a special ownership
relationship of certain properties between the trustee(s) and the beneficiaries. The
trustee holds legal title of the property, with the duty and right to manage the
property for the benefit of the beneficiary, who holds equitable title to the property,
which is the economic interest in the property. There are many different types of
trusts which all are used to produce a very specific result. 

LIVING  WILL: Every estate plan should also include a living will. Living wills, also
known as advance medical directives, indicate the medical instructions and desires to
be fulfilled in the event that an individual is unable to make them, due to some
medical emergency, like a terminal illness or an irreversible coma. 

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTHCARE (HEALTHCARE PROXY): This
document appoints another individual as an agent to make healthcare decisions in the
event the principal is unable to do so.

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR FINANCES: This is a document that
designates a person to act on your behalf with regard to finances in the event of
incapacitation. It can also go into effect now, if you require assistance with handling
your financial affairs.



N E X T  S T E P S :
SELECT A SERVICE
I’ve given you a lot to digest, I’m sure, but it’s necessary.

I like for people to make informed decisions – to understand what’s available to them and why
there is a need for it. And then I like to provide those services in the most seamless and
efficient manner. It is for that reason, that I’ve done away with billable hours and have created
packaged services to address creating your business, protecting your brand, and building a
legacy.

All you have to do is select the package that works best for you, we’ll have an initial
consultation and I’ll take it from there. We’ll stay in touch throughout the process and get sh**
done!

Keep scrolling and view my available packaged services and  offerings on the next pages.



You have an idea for a business, and you want to take it slow. You’re still a 9-5’r somewhere, so
this is your side hustle, but the goal is to turn it into your career eventually. This package
includes a 30-minute consultation, entity set-up with the Secretary of State, an Employee
Identification Number (EIN), single member Operating Agreement/Bylaws, and an Independent
Contractor Agreement template.

JUST GETTING STARTED $1,200

HITTING THE GROUND RUNNING I $4,000

You have an idea for a business, but you need some help getting it all started. You’ve been
wrestling with the idea for a while and now you’re finally ready to take the plunge. And you
want all the bells and whistles to set your business up for maximum success. 

This package includes a 1-hour consultation where we discuss your business plans and goals;
registration of your selected entity set with the Secretary of State, an Employee Identification
Number (EIN), a single member Operating Agreement or Bylaws (depending on entity type), and
an Independent Contractor Agreement template for you to use with different consultants or
third parties you engage in business. 

This package also includes a preliminary Knockout Search on your desired mark with an opinion
letter as to your mark’s registrability; and, filing your trademark application with the United
States Patent Trademark Office.

BOURGEONING ENTREPRENEUR I $3,000

This package is for my entrepreneurs who’ve already taken the initial steps in starting their
business. You have determined the entity structure that is perfect for your type of business and
you are somewhat in motion. Now, you want to ensure your brand is protected before you go
any further. 

This package includes a 15-minute discovery call where I learn the specifics about your
business and brand and your product or service offerings; a preliminary Knockout Search on
your desired mark with an opinion letter as to your mark’s registrability; and, filing your
trademark application with the United States Patent Trademark Office.

I



The first step you should take prior to filing an application with the
USPTO is to have a search conducted to see what's already out
there. The cost of registering a trademark is quite substantial and
you can avoid unnecessary expenses if you have a comprehensive
search completed and perform an analysis of the findings. 

This service is included in the trademark packages above, but we
also offer it as a stand alone service for those who intend to file
their own marks

TRADEMARK SEARCH
& OPINION LETTER
$750

Sometimes during the trademark application process, the examining
attorney assigned to your case, finds a deficiency or problem with
the application and issues an Office Action describing the issues.
Where the Office Action requires a thorough response with
additional legal research and a memorandum draft, the OA is
considered substantive.

ADDITIONAL TRADEMARK
REGISTRATION FEES

Substantive Office Action "OA" - $1,000+

If your application is filed based on Intent to Use, once your
application is approved for registration, a Notice of Allowance will
issue and you are required to sub,it specimens showing use of your
mark in commerce. 

Statement of Use "SOU" - $300 

While trademark protection is potentially infinite in duration,
certain renewal documentation must be filed at certain periods in
order to maintain that protection

Maintenance - $500

If you need general advice and counsel as it pertains to trademark
registration, maintenance, and protection, we are happy to advise.

Consultations - $250



$1,200

CO-EXISTENCE AGREEMENTS

You're registered. You're using your mark in connection with your
goods and/or services. You're policing your mark. You've taken all
of the steps to protect your brand and low and behold, someone
comes along and infringes upon your exclusive rights to your brand.
Maybe they're unaware. Maybe they went rogue. Whatever their
reasoning was is not our concern. What is our concern, is making
them stop. That's where a Cease and Desist Letter comes in. 

One of the ways to maintain protection in your trademark. is that
you have to shut people down who violates your rights. The Cease
and Desist Letter is the most cost-effective way to fo exactly that.
They must be carefully drafted to assert your rights in accordance
with the law and explain the violation under all available common
law, state, and federal statutes.

TRADEMARK CEASE &
DESIST LETTER

It happens to the best of us. You're well on your way to USPTO
registration and somewhere down the line, the trademark examining
attorney comes back with a potentially conflicting mark. Dammit!
But you're convinced that there's no likelihood of confusion, and
maybe the owner of the conflicting mark could be convinced of the
same thing as well. 

One way to overcome an Office Action based on a refusal for
likelihood of confusion is to get permission from the other
trademark owner. This is done by way of a Co-Existence Agreement.
It basically states that the two brand owners are fine sharing this
space with the exact same marks because they don't think their
consumers are likely to be confused at all. 

$1,000



$1,500

TRADEMARK PURCHASE
& SALE AGREEMENTS

Did you ever think your business would be so reputable that others
want to profit from your goodwill? Or are you in business looking to
come out with a line of products or services that would align perfectly
with a pre-existing brand? This is actually done more often than you
think. Not every product you purchase is actually manufactured by
the brand you think it is. 

Natural hair companies, for example, license the brand names of
major hair companies to promote and market their line. So while we
think they went into the natural hair care business, they in fact did
not - someone else did and licensed their brand name. 

Trademark license agreements set the terms and conditions for the
transfer of the trademark rights. 

TRADEMARK LICENSING
AGREEMENTS

How, did you ever think your business would be so reputable that
others want to profit from your goodwill, so much so that they
wanted to buy you out of it? Or are you in business looking to come
out with a line of products or services that would align perfectly with
a pre-existing brand, but you wan to complete ownership of it? 

While the trademark license agreements set the terms and conditions
for the transfer of the trademark rights to be shared, the trademark
purchase and sales agreement transfers all rights to the buyer, so they
will then have exclusive ownership of the brand. 

$1,500



$750

COPYRIGHT CEASE
& DESIST LETTER

You're creating content all day - photos, social media posts.
blogs, workbooks, e-books, planners, you name it. You're putting
it on the web for the world to see, capture, download, and steal
- let's face it: unless you protect it with a United States
copyright registration.

This package includes: 30-minute consult to discuss works of art
and gather necessary information registration of one (1) work
with the USCO correspondence with USCO during the
application process USCO application fee

COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION

You're registered. You're displaying your works, publishing so
that the general public has an opportunity to see what you've
created. You've taken all of the steps to protect your creativity,
and someone comes along and copies your shit. Maybe they're
unaware. 

Maybe they liked what they saw and instead of using your work
as an inspiration to create their own, they decided to just take
what you already had. Whatever their reasoning was is not our
concern. What is our concern, is making them stop. That's where
a Cease and Desist Letter comes in. Maintain protection in your
copyrighted works. The Cease and Desist Letter is the most
cost- effective way to do exactly that. They must be carefully
drafted to assert your rights in accordance with the law and
explain the violation under all available common law, state, and
federal statutes.

$1,250



COPYRIGHT LICENSING
AGREEMENTS
$1,500

COPYRIGHT PURCHASE
& SALE AGREEMENT

Did you ever think your works would want to be borrowed,
replicated, or adapted to the point where people are looking to you
for licensing the rights to do so? Or have you found other people's
works as something worth adding to or incorporating into your
business some kind of way? 

This is actually done more often than you think. You probably do it
and don't even realize it, which means it's not being done correctly
and exposing you to possible claims of copyright infringement.
Don't be that person. 

Copyright license agreements set the terms and conditions for the
transfer of the copyright rights of copying, distribution, display,
adaptation, and performance

Now, did you ever think your works of art would be so phenomenal
that someone would want to own all the rights to it? Or have you
come across something so great that you would want to sell or
otherwise distribute to the exclusion of its actual creator? 

While the copyright license agreements set the terms and
conditions for the transfer of the copyright rights to be shared, the
copyright purchase and sales agreement transfers all rights to the
buyer, so they will then have exclusive ownership of the creative
work

$1,500



$750+
CONTRACTS

You've learned that various ways to protect your brand assets, but
what about protecting you business? This is where contracts come
in. Contracts are vital to the success and protection of your
business and you shouldn't be handling any type of business
without them. 

We draft, review, and negotiate contracts for our business clients
alllll day! And we'd be happy to do the same for you. 

The most important contracts for a small business owner (or
someone starting up) include: 

NDA/Confidentiality

Client Agreement

Independent Contractor Agreement

Employment Agreement

Settlement & Release Agreement

Publicity Agreement

Content License Agreement

Operating or Partnership Agreement

Cease and Desist

We handle these and mpre, and can create templates specific to
your business so that you can use moving forward with differenf
parties you engage. 



Thanks so much for taking the time to review the Brand Protection Investment Guide 2.0!

I hope you've found it resourceful! If you are serious about the growth and protection of your
business and are prepared to take on the flow that is certain to come, I am here to get you
started.

If you would like to retain my services, set up a legal consultation, or stay connected with me,
please use the information below. I look forward to working with you!

CREATE THE BUSINESS. PROTECT THE BRAND. BUILD THE LEGACY.

Leraexo,

THANK YOU

678.814.6300 @lawyermommyleraehello@lawyermommylerae.com

https://www.instagram.com/lawyermommylerae
https://www.instagram.com/lawyermommylerae
mailto:hello@lawyermommylerae.com
mailto:hello@lawyermommylerae.com

